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RAPID

Accept, Embrace, and Thrive. 
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RAPID’  mission is to help people with disabilities and Veterans with disabilities 
accept,  embrace, and thrive in reaching their health, wellness and athletic 
performance goals. We do this by providing a top-tier, all-inclusive health, 
rehabilitation and social services program that focuses on life-long growth in a 
supportive environment.
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Sincerely,

FOUNDER’S STORY

I am Emily Purry. I was diagnosed with Stargardt disease (juvenile macular degeneration) 
as a young child, which is typically described as being legally blind. I attended a “normal” 
public school, where I was an athlete and participated in athletics throughout my childhood, 
in high school and in college. I love being active. In 2009, I was running along the Waterfront 
in downtown Portland when it happened. There was an unmarked maintenance hole in the 
path where I was running. I was running at full-speed when my right leg fell deep into the hole. 
With a torn MCL, PCL, meniscus and a piece of bone chipped out of my femur, I knew my life 
had been drastically changed in mere seconds.

As a former collegiate athlete and a person who loved being active and used sport as a stress 
reliever, this fall was devastating. For the next five years I had five knee surgeries, lost my 
business, was forced to move back in with my parents and spent much of my time isolated 
while I attempted to heal.

This is when I had the idea for RAPID. The injury combined with being legally blind was 
something I was not prepared to overcome. I was expected to attend all of my medical and 
legal appointments while in a brace, on crutches and using mass transportation. I had no 
productive coping skills and I was on high doses of pain medication. My body transferred 
from one of a high performing athlete to a pile of painful mush. I went from a confident, 
independent woman to an angry, depressed, insecure, lost shell of who I used to be.
I wondered why there wasn’t a place I could go to live, heal, get counseling, medical care 
and have people around me who also understood my situation. Why wasn’t there someone 
who would know how to adapt the equipment at the gym so I could do something to relieve 
the stress, increase my confidence and get back to my life? Why weren’t there alternatives 
to pain medication available?

In the end, I was forced to attend a medically monitored detox facility. After this experience, 
I decided that I was going to be the person to open a facility like RAPID. So here we are, ten 
years later and I hope you are as excited as I am and are ready to join me on this journey! 



“After coming home from the hospital following my 
spinal cord injury, my entire life was in a rebuilding stage. 
I had no idea that the most difficult part of recovery 
was going to be when I got back home and faced 
reintegrating into a community where not everything 
was accessible and where I felt many doors had closed 
to me and the dreams I had for myself.

I wish I would have had a facility like RAPID and the 
opportunity to heal around others who were going 
through the same physical and emotional roller coaster 
that I was and to be able to find confidence through 
my greatest passion—sports and fitness. There is just 
something about being able to push your body out 
of its comfort zone that extends into every other area 
of life. When you achieve success in one area, it is 
infectious and suddenly, you’re thinking to yourself, “if I 
can overcome that, I can overcome anything.” It’s very 
powerful when you find that you haven’t actually lost 
yourself to your disability; you simply realize that your 
power lies in the ability to learn a new way to live.” 

~Tricia Downing, Paralympic Athlete 
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We are very excited to start serving our community and will do this beginning 
August 2022. We are holding our first weekend retreat for 15 people experiencing 
physical disabilities. We aim to hold one retreat  in 2023. These retreats will 
allow us to serve our community  while we raise funds and plan our state of the 
art rehabilitation and wellness facility.
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RAPID PROGRAMS
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AS A PARTICIPANT

RAPID Programs are dedicated to building a community of support 
for all people with physical disabilities.

We nurture spaces where people and Veterans with disabilities can  
come together to rebuild community and healthy coping skills.

People with disabilities can experience an unparalleled level of 
understanding and encouragement from RAPID.

Celebrates our innate ability to overcome challenges and unlock 
potential in the face of adversity.

You can create the connections and confidence you need to live 
your best life.

Discover new strategies to live a healthy life.

RAPID gives you tools to take home with you to achieve success.

We uniquely empower people with disabilities to redefine their ability 
in every aspect of their lives.

ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS
How do RAPID Programs impact participants and donors?
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AS A DONOR

Your donation empowers people with disabilities in achieving 
everything from health and wellness goals to finding, excelling, or 
starting new careers. 

Your commitment to organizations like RAPID promotes a culture of 
understanding and acceptance for people with disabilities. 

Sponsoring a person with a disability to attend RAPID programs sets 
them on a path to build the connections and confidence.

As a donor you build hope among members within the disability 
community.

Investing in the health and wellbeing of people with disabilities is 
beneficial to everyone!

ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS
How do RAPID Programs impact participants and donors?
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PROGRAMS
RAPID Program Opportunities

ABOUT

RAPID RETAIL
RAPID Retail is a program designed to resell donated lightly used equipment to the 
community at low cost. This program achieves two important goals. First, it helps our 
vulnerable communities gain access to health and wellness equipment that improves 
their overall health and well-being. Second, we are committed to responsibly recycling all 
equipment that has reached the end of its life, instead of filling landfills.

RAPID WEDNESDAYS
RAPID Wednesday is a no expectations community space for adults with disabilities and 
their family or friends. Each week people come to share their experiences, resources, and 
give their support to fellow members of the disabled community. 

RAPID WELLNESS
These  events are intended to hold space for adults living with physical disabilities to build 
community, share wellness resources, and discuss barriers around navigating an able-
bodied world. Everyone is welcome!
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Logo placement on website

Recognition in Social Media post(s)

Logo recognition in e-blasts to participants, 
donors & partners

$150 $300 $500
BRONZE SILVER GOLD

PRE-EVENT

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Speaking or advertising opportunity at the 
beginning of the program

Direct links to your company website in 
the description of the posted video

AT EVENT

PROGRAMS CONTINUED
RAPID Program Opportunities
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We are also excited to begin planning RAPID’  3rd Birthday. We were born 
officially on November 20th 2019 and we can’t wait to celebrate with all of you.
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RAPID EVENTS
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PINTS & PAINT
RAPID Event Opportunities

Our Pints & Paint events are fun small in person events where we provide all the supplies 
and beverages  for people to get out and Have a great time together. We have  raffle prizes 
and raise awareness about the need for an organization like RAPID. 

ABOUT
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Logo recognition on www.rapidoregon.org

Recognition in Social Media post(s)

Logo recognition in e-blasts to attendees

$250 $500 $1000
BRONZE SILVER GOLD

PRE-EVENT

Boosted social post highlighting partnership

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Logo recognition on flyers  for each event

RAPID

PINTS & PAINT CONTINUED
RAPID Event Opportunities

Facebook Live/Instagram Live Interview 
at event 

Listed as Presenting Sponsor for all press and 
media promotions or TV opportunities 

Two free tickets to each event 

AT EVENT
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HOOD TO COAST
RAPID Event Opportunities

We are working with the Hood To Coast /Portland To Coast organization and putting 
together two teams for the relay in August 2022. We will have one team in each event and 
aim to have a full team that is composed of all people with disabilities. We will have 24 
participants on the course and 4 vans representing RAPID and its sponsors. 

ABOUT
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Logo recognition on www.rapidoregon.org

Recognition in Social Media post(s)

Logo recognition in e-blasts to attendees

$250 $500 $1000
BRONZE SILVER GOLD

PRE-EVENT

Boosted social post highlighting partnership

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Logo recognition on flyers  for each event

RAPID

HOOD TO COAST CONTINUED
RAPID Event Opportunities

Logo placement on all Team RAPID race shirts 
running in the race

Facebook Live/Instagram Live shout outs 
throughout the race by Team RAPID

Branded van magnets for each vehicle 
traveling over 200 miles 

AT EVENT

Listed as Presenting Sponsor for all press, 
media promotions, and TV opportunities
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
RAPID Event Opportunities

We are currently planning RAPID’s 3rd Birthday. We were born officially on November 20th 
2019 and we can’  wait to celebrate with all of you.

ABOUT
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
RAPID Event Opportunities

Logo placement on website

Logo recognition in e-blasts to 
participants, donors & partners

Recognition in Facebook, Instagram 
& LinkedIn post(s)

$500 $1000 $2500

BRONZE SILVER GOLD

PRE-EVENT

Logo on invitation

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Logo recognition on Save the Date

Speaking opportunity

Half page Ad in program

Special highlight on screens 
Acknowledgement from on 
stage Full page Ad in program 

AT EVENT

Quarter page Ad in program 

PLATINUM

$5000
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WINE WALL SPONSOR $1,500
Be the exclusive sponsor of our wine wall! Receive extra recognition on our program and 
a shout-out from the RAPID Birthday stage. Your logo will be featured in the highly visible 
wine wall area.

BAR SPONSOR $1,500
Sponsor the Birthday Bar! Receive highly visible signage in the area recognizing your 
company as the official bar sponsor for the event. Also includes; bar signage, a shout-out 
from the RAPID Birthday stage and a mention in our program.

BID CARD SPONSOR $1,000 EXCLUSIVE
Become the exclusive sponsor of this year’  bid card! Each and every bid card will feature 
your company logo. With each bid your logo will sit under the view of every bidder and 
right in the action! In addition to logo recognition on the bid cards, you’ll receive a shout-
out from the RAPID Birthday stage and a mention in our program. 

SPONSOR A VETERAN OR A PERSON WITH DISABILITIES  $1,000
Sponsor a “ eteran or a person with a disability  to attend our three day, two night,  
RAPID Weekend Retreat. With this sponsorship you will have a direct and meaningful 
impact on the life of a participant. Other benefits include: promotional visibility, premium 
logo placement, two custom branded RAPID Birthday Celebration boxes, and premium 
logo placement on our website & social media. 

BIRTHDAY BOX SPONSOR $750
RAPID is known for our amazing Birthday Celebration Boxes. Be a sponsor for an item 
in this box. Premium logo placement on your sponsored boxes to be delivered to all 
Birthday Guests. 

SPECIAL EVENTS
RAPID Event Opportunities



We are very excited to start serving our community and will do this beginning 
August 2022. We are holding our first weekend retreat for 15 people experiencing 
physical disabilities. We aim to hold one retreat  in 2023. These retreats will 
allow us to serve our community  while we raise funds and plan our state of the 
art rehabilitation and wellness facility.

R
A
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D

RAPID RETREATS
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WEEKEND 
AVCTIVITIES

●      Physical Fitness
●      Peer Support
●      Massage Therapy
●      Yoga
●      Group Counseling
●      Hiking
●      Social Entertainment
●      Campfire Time With Friends

RETREAT ACTIVITIES
What does a retreat look like? 

RETREAT SPONSORS
How can you support?

Please join us for 4 hours where participants, volunteers and staff will be able to interact 
and engage with you and your company at our vendor fair. 

$75

$150

Non-Profit/Government

For-Profit

Organization Type Cost
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RAPID RETREATS
RAPID Retreat Opportunities

Logo placement on website

Logo recognition in e-blasts to 
participants, donors & partners

Recognition in Social Media post(s)

PRE-EVENT

Logo recognition on Save the Date
and invintation

Speaking opportunity Option to provide 
a gift for each participant swag bag

Special highlight on agendas, materials 
presentations

Logo on all swag item for participants

AT EVENT

8 x10 photo with participants

$1500 $2500 $5000

BRONZE SILVER GOLDSPONSORSHIP LEVELS PLATINUM

$10000

Speaking Opportunity



RAPID is excited for the future. We envision a one of a kind facility that provides 
support, comprehensive rehabilitation and athletic training to individuals living 
with physical disabilities. An integrated, wrap-around approach to treatment 
influences the community-based training and recovery programs designed 
to help those with disabilities get the care they need. Using adaptive therapy 
and inclusive recreation techniques RAPID will guide participants through a 
customized individual program that will empower users in developing a healthy 
lifestyle while transitioning back into their community with a newly acquired 
disability. If you would like to help us plan our state-of-the-art facility we welcome 
your feedback and input. We are actively recruiting experts that are willing to 
share their expertise with us on an occasional basis on our advisory board.

THE FUTURE OF RAPID
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OUR PARTNERS

Paul Brown
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THANK YOU
Join us in being part of a one of a kind organization!

Hillsboro, OR
RAPID is a non-profit 501(c)(3)

 EIN 84-2940034
Phone: (503) 516-5383 

www.rapidoregon.org 


